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Abstract: The application specific paper describes a design approach for digital magnetic sensors 
Practical realizations are based on the Universal Frequency-to-Digital Converter (UFDC-1). By 
eliminating the need for ADC, the frequency- or duty-cycle-to-digital conversion schemes reduce the 
systems complexity. The results of such design approach are high-performance digital magnetic 
sensors with truly digital output (RS-232 interface) or bus output (SPI or I2C) at significant reduction 
of production cost, time-to-market and simplification of the design process. Practical examples of 
direct interfacing of duty-cycle and frequency output magnetic sensors to the UFDC-1 are given. 
 
Keywords: magnetic sensor, digital sensors, universal frequency-to-digital converter, frequency 
output, duty-cycle, UFDC-1 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
From six signal domains the magnetic one takes important place. Today many manufacturers produce 
different magnetic sensors and devices on its basis: Hall effect sensors, magnetoresistors, 
magnetodiodes, GMR, SQUID, magnetometers, navigation compasses, etc. for different applications. 
  
Magnetic sensors differ from most other detectors in that they do not directly measure the physical 
property of interest. They detect changes or disturbances in magnetic fields that have been created or 
modified, and from them derive information on properties such as direction, presence, rotation, angle, 
or electrical currents. The output signal of these sensors requires some signal processing for translation 
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into the desired parameter [1]. 
 
Smart magnetic sensors with sensing elements and associated electronics such as amplification and 
signal conditioning on the same die are the latest trend. Such digital sensors can be built based on so-
called quasi-digital magnetic sensors with frequency, duty-cycle or PWM output. This solution lets to 
achieve many advantages due to useful properties of frequency-time domain signal as informative 
parameters of sensors. Many manufacturers produce such quasi-digital sensors [2] and according to 
International Frequency Sensor Association (IFSA) studies its part is continuously growing during the 
last years. 
 
Onboard sensor electronics can increase signal levels to significant voltages with the least pickup of 
interference. It is always best to amplify low-level signals close to where they are generated. 
Converting analog signals to digital (switched) outputs within the sensor is another way to minimize 
electronic noise. The use of comparators and digital outputs makes the nonlinearity in the output of 
sandwich GMR materials of less concern [1]. 
 
The interface-electronic circuit required to connect quasi-digital sensors to data acquisition systems. 
But as it was shown in the review of integrated frequency-to-digital converters [3] no one can be used 
for all frequency ranges and accuracies of modern quasi-digital sensors because of existing converters 
are based on classical frequency-to-digital conversion methods, its quantization error is dependent on 
the frequency range and/or they have redundant conversion time. In order to eliminate these 
disadvantages and meet modern requirements to interface-electronic circuits, the Universal Frequency-
to-Digital Converter (UFDC-1) was designed by IFSA and introduced to the market by Sensors Web 
Portal, Inc. (Toronto, Canada). 
 
 
2. Digital Readouts and Interfacing of Quasi-Digital Magnetic Sensors 

 
Let consider some existing industrial magnetic sensors and its interfacing to the UFDC-1 in order to 
produce digital output magnetic sensors with serial output according to the RS-232 interface or SPI 
and I2C serial buses. 
 
Micronas produces HAL810 universal programmable linear magnetic field Hall effect sensor [4]. It 
can be used for angle or distance measurements if combined with a rotating or moving magnet. The 
major characteristics, such as magnetic field range, sensitivity, output quiescent signal (output duty- 
cycle at B = 0 mT), and output duty-cycle range are programmable in a non-volatile memory. 
 
The linear output is provided as the duty cycle of a pulse width modulated (PWM) output signal with 
typically 125 Hz refresh rate proportional to the magnetic flux through the Hall plate. The duty-cycle 
is defined as the ratio between the high time “s” and the period “d” of the PWM signal  
(Figure 1). 

 
 

Fig. 1. HAL810 duty-cycle output. 
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Example for sensor’s output characteristics are shown in Figure 2. 
 

  
 

Fig. 2. Examples of HAL810 characteristics. 
 

 
The interfacing circuit is shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. HAL819 to UFDC-1 interfacing circuit. 

 
 
The appropriate set of the UFDC-1 commands (RS-232 interface) for duty-cycle measuring mode is 
shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
>M4; Duty-cycle measurement initialization (mode 4) 
>S; Start measurement 
>R; Read result 
 

Fig. 4. Appropriate set of the UFDC-1 commands (RS-232 interface) for duty-cycle measuring mode. 
 
 
The UFDC-1 converts the duty-cycle-to-digital with maximum possible accuracy. The quantization 
error can be calculated according to the following equation: 
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where τx is the pulse width. 
 
Digital sensors based on HAL819 Hall effect sensor and frequency (duty-cycle)-to-digital converter 
UFDC-1 can be used in different applications, for example, contactless potentiometers, rotary sensors, 
distance measurements, magnetic field and current measurements, etc. 
 
Many magnetic sensors form different manufacturers are intended for use as sensors for gear tooth 
wheels or magnetic encoders with a digital output signal (for example, AKL Sensors Series from 
Rhopoint Component Ltd.) The pulse output from the sensor corresponds with the gear teeth passing in 
front of it. When a gear tooth or magnetic pole is in front of the sensor, the sensor’s output goes high; 
when the gear tooth or magnetic pole moves away, the output returns to low. This repeats at every 
tooth/pole, resulting in a pulse train output that provides speed information from the gear or encoder. 
The interfacing of rotation speed sensors to the UFDC-1 is described in [6]. 
 
 
4. Further Development 
 
Taking into account the continuously growing number of magnetic sensors with quasi-digital output 
during the last years, many research and development projects also focused on such kind of sensors. 
 
So, Shr-Lung Chen et al. described the high resolution CMOS magnetic field to frequency converter 
[7]. It is composed of two voltage-controlled ring oscillators whose output frequency differences 
linearly vary with the magnetic field perpendicular to the chip surface. The prototype circuit has been 
fabricated in a 0.5- m CMOS process and operated at a 5-V supply voltage. The measured sensitivity is 
24 kHz/mT and the power consumption is 5.1 mW. The small equivalent resolution of at least 20 T can 
be achieved. The frequency offset is 42 kHz when no magnetic field applied. Its nonlinearity within 
120 mT is smaller than 0.56%. However, the output frequency is a square term rather than a linear 
term related to B⊥. To compensate the nonlinearity, two ring oscillators are connected with the 
magneto-operational amplifier in a fully differential manner. One can obtain the difference of the 
output frequencies by frequency counters to obtain a linear term. This structure has two advantages. 
One is that the sensitivity is doubled. The other is that the even-order nonlinear terms can be cancelled 
if these two ring oscillators are well matched. 
 
The frequency output (frequency difference) can be further processed by the UFDC-1 to achieve the 
high resolutions. The appropriate set of commands (RS-232 interface) for the UFDC-1 working in the 
frequency difference measuring mode is shown in Figure 5. 
 
 
>M6; Frequency differences measurement initialization (mode 6) 
>A4; Set up conversion error 0.05 % 
>S; Start measurement 
>R; Read result (fx1-fx2) 
 

Fig. 5. Appropriate set of the UFDC-1 commands (RS-232 interface) for duty-cycle measuring mode. 
 
 
The frequency signal fx1 is coming on FX1, ST1 inputs and signal fx2 - on FX2, ST2 inputs. The sign 
"minus" before the result of measurement testifies that fx1 < fx2. 
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5. Conclusions 
 
The part of quasi-digital magnetic sensors with frequency or duty-cycle output among all magnetic 
sensors is continuously growing. Today’s market demonstrates very good examples with high 
metrological performances. 
 
The use of quasi-digital integrated magnetic sensors and universal frequency-to-digital converter 
(UFDC-1) is making many new application areas technically and economically feasible. The special 
feature is not only eliminating the need for ADC and a very low noise but the potential to be integrated 
together in a frame of system-on-chip (SoC) to produce really digital output in accordance with  
RS-232 interface or SPI and I2C serial buses. Therefore, the UFDC-1 can be part of complex systems 
that contain a variety of additional sensors or chip-size magnetic sensor arrays. Such SoCs let 
significantly reduce production costs, time-to-market and simplify of the design process. 
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